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Abstract

This paper discusses a statistical model for recognizing
discourse intentions of utterances during dialogue inter-
actions. We argue that this recognition process should
be based on features of the current utterance as well as
on discourse history, and show that taking into account
utterance features such as speaker information and syntactic
forms of utterances dramatically improves the system’s
performance as compared with a simple trigram model of
discourse acts. In addition, we propose that taking into
account information about discourse structure may allow
the system to construct a more accurate discourse act model
and thus improve recognition results. Experiments show
this proposal to be promising.

Introduction

It is a widely accepted fact that in order for a dialogue sys-
tem to interact with its user in a natural and cooperative
fashion, it must be able to recognize the intentions of the
user’s utterances. Up until very recently, this problem of
intention recognition has mainly been addressed using tra-
ditional knowledge-based approaches, which suffer from
many shortcomings including the large amount of effort in-
volved in handcoding rules for each new application do-
main, difficulties in scaling the system up for real world
applications, etc. Following success in applying statistical
methods in areas such as speech recognition and part-of-
speech tagging, researchers have begun exploring the pos-
sibilities of employing such techniques in the recognition
of discourse intentions.

Previous and current work on statistical approaches to
dialogue act modeling focus on two main problems. The
first problem is dialogue act prediction, where the dialogue
system predicts the most probable next dialogue act based
on current discourse. Nagata and Morimoto (1994a; 1994b)
and Reithinger et al. (1996) performed the prediction 
dialogue acts based mainly on dialogue act history (before
the next utterance is spoken) so that the predicted act may
provide top-down information for other components in
the dialogue system, such as the speech recognizer. Core

(1998), on the other hand, use previous utterance tags and
existing tags for the current utterance to predict possible
additional tags for the current utterance using the DAMSL
annotation scheme (Core & Allen 1997). The second prob-
lem is dialogue act recognition, where the dialogue system
determines the dialogue act that best fits the intention of an
utterance given the utterance and previous discourse (Mast
et al. 1995; Reithinger & Klesen 1997; Samuel, Carberry,
& Vijay-Shanker 1998; Stolcke et al. 1998). Mast et al.
(1995) determined the dialogue act of an utterance based 
the word sequence that comprises the utterance alone, with-
out any additional discourse information. Reithinger and
Klesen’s model performs dialogue act classification based
on the word sequence of the current utterance as well as
the dialogue history (Reithinger & Klesen 1997). Samuel,
Carberry, and Vijay-Shanker (1998) utilize transformation-
based learning to produce rules for determining dialogue
acts based on features such as cue phrases, change of
speaker, and previous and current dialogue acts. Finally,
Stolcke et al. (1998) determine the most probable sequence
of dialogue acts for a set of utterances, based on an n-gram
discourse model and features such as words comprising the
utterance (both transcribed and recognized) and prosody.

In this paper, we describe a statistical model for discourse
act recognition based on the current utterance and discourse
history. However, instead of basing the recognition process
on the word sequence of an utterance as in most existing
models, we argue for a model that is less sensitive to un-
seen word sequences. We extract features from the utter-
ances and from the discourse that will provide more perti-
nent information to the recognition of discourse acts than
the actual words that comprise the utterances themselves.
Thus, we propose a model that performs the recognition of
discourse acts based on utterance features, discourse struc-
ture, as well as discourse history. Preliminary results of our
experiments show that utterance features such as speaker
change and syntactic forms of utterances provide a great
deal of information in determining the most appropriate dis-
course act, while taking into account discourse structure ap-
pears to be a promising avenue for further exploration.
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A Statistical Model for Discourse Act
Recognition

Formalism
The goal in discourse act recognition is to determine,
given a set of utterances ul,,~, the sequence of discourse
acts dl,n that best describes their intentions. For this
task, we utilize a hidden Markov model as described
in (Rabiner 1990). Using this formalism, we want 
find arg maxdi.n P(dl,n [Ul,n), i.e., the most probable dl,n
given ul,n. By applying Bayes’ rule, this formula can be
rewritten as follows, assuming that the current discourse act
is dependent only on the current utterance and the previous
two discourse acts:

arg max P(dl ,n lUl ,n)
dl,n

P(dl,n; Ul,n)= arg max
dl,n P(Ul,n)

= argmaxP(ul,,~ldl,n)P(dl,n)
dl,n

n

argmax ]-[ P(uildi)P(diIdi_ld~_2) (1)
d l , n ~--~1

Equation (1) shows that finding the best discourse acts
to describe a set of utterances is dependent on an n-gram
(in this case, trigram) model of discourse acts, as well 
a set of conditional probabilities that indicate the probabil-
ity of seeing an utterance given a particular discourse act.
Obviously, this set of conditional probabilities is very dif-
ficult to obtain in any manner that will be useful for pre-
dicting discourse acts on unseen data, whether u~ be the ac-
tual word sequence that makes up the utterance or a logical
form that represents the semantic meaning of the utterance.
Thus, instead of attempting to infer discourse acts based
on the utterances Ul, n themselves, we attempt to recog-
nize discourse acts based on features that can be extracted
from these utterances in order to more easily generalize our
model. Thus, assuming that each utterance u~ can be repre-
sented by a set of features fil,,,,, equation (1) can again 
rewritten as follows, under the hypothesis that all features
are independent:

arg max P(dl,n ]fll ..... ..., f,~,,,)

arg max ]-[ P(fil, . . . , fi,, Idi)P(diIdi-ldi-2)
dl,n .

n m

argmax H[P(di[di_ldi_2 ) H P(fijldi)] (2)
dl,n i=1 j=l

By extracting features from utterances, now instead of
having to obtain a set of conditional probabilities related to

full utterances, the conditional probabilities needed in equa-
tion (2) are based on the probability of seeing a particular
feature given a discours~ act. Ideally, we want to select a
set of features that will allow us to uniquely identify the ut-
terances given their feature values. However, so far we have
only identified a small number of features that we believe
have an impact on determining discourse intentions. These
features are discussed in the next section.

Utterance Features and Discourse Structure
We have identified two types of features that provide infor-
mation on determining the intention of an utterance, fea-
tures related to individual utterances, as well as features on
how utterances relate to one another.

Utterance Features Obviously, when inferring the inten-
tion of an utterance, a great deal of information can be ex-
tracted from the utterance itself. One such feature is the
speaker of the utterance which, when taken into account in
conjunction with the previous discourse act, provides infor-
mation about what the current discourse act may be.1 For
instance, consider the following two dialogue segments:
Example 1:

A: What is your telephone number?

B: It’s 908-555-1212.

Example 2:

A: What is your telephone number?

Your home number I mean.

In both examples, the first utterance is intended as a
Request-Referent discourse action by speaker A. In exam-
ple 1, the second utterance is intended as a response to the
request for information, while in example 2, the utterance is
intended as an elaboration of the request. The recognition
of the intention of the second utterance in each example can
be assisted by recognizing that a speaker change occurred
in the first example but not in the second. More explicitly,
based on equation (2), this phenomenon can be modeled
by the following relationship, given appropriate probability
assignments:

P(di = AnswerRef I di-1 = RequestRef)*

P(spkchg = y I di = AnswerRef) 

P(di = Elaborate I di-1 = RequestRef).

P(spkchg = y I d~ = Elaborate)

IReithinger et al. (1996) developed a model for dialogue act
prediction, and noted that speaker information is relevant to dia-
logue act prediction. However, their model predicts the speaker
of the next utterance along with the most probable dialogue act,
instead of treating speaker information as given, as in our model
for discourse act recognition.
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The second feature we have identified is the syntactic
form of the current utterance, i.e., whether the utterance is
a statement, a yes-no question, a wh-question, or an ac-
knowledgment such as okay or uh-huh. We believe that the
syntactic form of an utterance will have substantial impact
on recognizing the intention of the utterance. For instance,
given that the syntactic form of the current utterance is a
statement, it is likely that the speaker intended to inform
the hearer of a particular proposition or to accept or reject
a previous proposal made by the hearer. On the other hand,
yes-no questions and wh-questions are more closely related
to discourse actions in which the speaker intends to solicit
information from the hearer or to confirm or clarify a pre-
vious utterance by the hearer.

Discourse Structure Previous work on constructing n-
gram models of discourse acts all treated dialogues as linear
sequences of actions when in fact we know that discourse is
highly structured (see, for example (Grosz & Sidner 1986)).
We argue that by taking into account the discourse struc-
ture,2 we can better recognize the discourse act for an utter-
ance, as illustrated by the following example:
Example 3:

(1) A: I want to find out what my credit card balance is.

(2) B: What is your account number?

(3) A: Is that the number on my card?

(4) B: Yes.

(5) A: It’s 5210 39274900 3911.

In this example, utterances (3) and (4) constitute a clarifi-
cation subdialogue. Using a trigram model of discourse act
that treats the dialogue as a linear sequence of actions, the
recognition of the intention of utterance (5) will be most
closely related to the intentions of utterances (3) and (4).
However, a better model will attempt to interpret utterance
(5) with respect to utterance (2), the antecedent utterance 
the dialogue it is intended to address. This can be accom-
plished by taking into account the structure of the discourse,
i.e., recognizing that utterances (3) and (4) constitute a 
dialogue and that the utterance following the subdialogue
(utterance (5)) will be most closely related to the utterance
preceding the subdialogue (utterance (2)), instead of the 
terances immediately preceding it in the dialogue.

Information about discourse structure may affect the
system’s performance in recognizing discourse acts in
two ways, during the training process and during the
recognition process. When taken into account during
the training process, the discourse structure will help

2We are interested in the discourse structure that represents
how the participants’ intentions relate to one another, as in the
&tention level discussed in (Moore & Pollack 1992).

the system relate utterances that are close in terms of
discourse content, instead of those that are merely ut-
tered in sequence, allowing the system to construct a
more accurate n-gram model of discourse acts. Thus, if
the dialogue segment in example 3 is used in training,
processing of utterance (5) will contribute to deter-
mining P(AnswerRef I RequestRef,RequestRef)
(P (d5 I d2 dl )), instead of
P(AnswerRef I AnswerIf, RequestIf) (P(dsld4d3)).
Utilizing discourse structure during the recognition process
will help the system determine the appropriate previous
discourse acts to be used in n-gram modeling, thus allowing
it to more accurately determine the current discourse act.
For instance, if the dialogue segment in example 3 is used
in testing, recognition of the clarification subdialogue
structure in utterances (3) and (4) will lead the system
to base the recognition of the discourse act for utterance
(5) on P(d5 I Requestaef,Requestaef) (P(d51d2dl)),
instead of P(d5 I Answerlf,RequestIf) (P(d51d4d3)).
However, utilizing knowledge about discourse structure
during the recognition process requires that the system first
be able to recognize the discourse structure. In other words,
in addition to recognizing discourse acts from utterances,
the system must also recognize how these actions relate
to one another. As we have not investigated the problem
of recognizing discourse structure, in our experiments, we
have limited the use of discourse structure information to
the training process.

Experiments and Results
Based on the Statistical model and the features discussed in
the previous section, we labeled a limited set of dialogues
and ran a set of experiments as a preliminary assessment of
how these proposed features affect the recognition of dis-
course acts. This section discusses the preparation of the
training data, the training process, as well as the test results.

Discourse Act Tagging

We randomly selected 8 dialogues, with a total of 915 utter-
ances, from a corpus of naturally occurring airline reserva-
tion dialogues between two human agents (SRI Transcripts
1992). The utterances in these dialogues are annotated with
the following two sets of information:

¯ Features, which includc 1) speaker information, which
indicates whether or not a change in speaker has oc-
curred between the last and current utterances, 2) syntac-
tic form of utterance, which may be one of statement, wh-
question, yn-question, or acknowledgment, and 3) an in-
teger value which represents the change in level of nest-
edness in the discourse structure between the current and
the previous utterances. For instance, a value of 1 in-
dicates that the current utterance initiates a subdialogue,
while a value of 0 indicates that the current utterance is
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Discourse Act # Occurrences Percentage
Inform 269 29.4%
Request-Referent 50 5.5%
Answer-Referent 48 5.2%
Request-If 41 4.5%
Answer-If 37 4.0%
Confirm 24 2.6%
Clarify 19 2.1%
Elaborate 107 11.7%
Request-Explanation 2 0.2%
Request-Repeat 1 0.1%
Express-Surprise 1 0.1%
Accept 162 17.7%
Reject 6 0.6%
Prompt 113 12.3%
Greetings 35 3.8%

Table 1: List of Discourse Acts and Their Distribution

captured at the same level in the discourse structure as
the previous utterance.

¯ Discourse act, which represents the intention of the utter-
ance. A list of 15 discourse acts that we used to label our
utterances as well as their distribution in our dataset are
shown in Table 1. In situations where multiple discourse
acts apply to an utterance, we select the most specific dis-
course act to represent the intention of that utterance. For
instance, in example 3, utterance (5) could be tagged 
either an Inform act or a Answer-Refact. In this case, the
Answer-Refdiscourse act is selected since it more accu-
rately describes the intention of the utterance.

Training

As discussed earlier, in order to construct our statistical
model for recognizing discourse intentions, we need to first
compute two sets of probabilities, a trigram model of dis-
course acts, and a set of conditional probabilities P(fj [di)
for each feature and each discourse act.

We selected 6 out of the 8 dialogues, consisting of 671 ut-
terances, as our training data. Because of the limited size of
our training set, it is necessary to obtain smoothed trigram
probabilities by interpolating trigram, bigram, and unigram
frequencies as follows (Jelinek 1990):

P(d3ldl, d2) = A3f(d3 Idx, d2) A2f(d3ld2) + )qf(d

In the above equation, A1, A2, and/~3 must be non-negative
and must sum to 1. Our training process iterates through the
training data in order to select these coefficients to satisfy
the maximum-likelihood criterion (Jelinek 1990).

To examine the effect of discourse structure information
on discourse act recognition, we constructed two trigram
models of discourse acts. The first model does not take
into account information about discourse structure, and thus
treats dialogues as linear sequences of utterances. The sec-
ond model computes the trigram conditional probabilities
by taking discourse structure into consideration. During the
training process, the system maintains a stack of previous
discourse contexts. If the change in level of nestedness for
the current utterance is 1, then the previous two discourse
acts are pushed onto the stack. On the other hand, if the
change in discourse level for the current utterance is - 1, then
the discourse acts at the top of the stack are popped off the
stack and are taken to be the previous discourse acts for the
current utterance, i.e., the current utterance will be consid-
ered a continuation of the discourse before the subdialogue
was initiated.

Computing the set of conditional probabilities P(fi Idi)
is a much simpler task, and requires only one pass over the
training data since no smoothing is required)

Results and Discussion

We ran a series of experiments with both of our trained tri-
gram models on the remaining 2 dialogues, consisting of
244 utterances, to provide a preliminary assessment of the
effect of the identified features on the recognition of dis-
course acts. The results of these experiments are summa-
rized in Table 2(a), which shows the system’s performance
using the model trained without discourse structure infor-
mation, and Table 2(b), which shows the system’s perfor-
mance using the model trained with information about dis-
course structure.

The first rows in Tables 2(a) and 2(b) show the n-best 
suits using the a priori probabilities in Table 1. The second
rows in the tables show the results obtained by determin-
ing the current discourse act based solely on the trigram
probabilistic model of discourse acts. Given the distribu-
tion of discourse acts in our training set, in most cases, the
trigram model performs worse than the simple a priori n-
best results. The rest of the tables show the recognition
results of incorporating different features into the trigram
model. These results show that, although the simple tri-
gram model performs worse than the a priori probabilistic
model, adding either of the identified features to the trigram
model allows the system to obtain better recognition re-
suits than simply assigning the same discourse acts to every
utterance. Furthermore, although including speaker infor-
mation provides some improvement to the system’s perfor-
mance, taking into account the syntactic forms of utterances

3If the set of dialogue acts is large and not all dialogue acts
appeared in the training data, then it may be beneficial to smooth
the conditional probabilities as well. However, this is not the case
in our training set.
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3-best 2-best 1-best
a priori probabilities 59.4% 47.1% 29.4%
trigram 53.32% 46.09% 27.04%
speakerchange 61.12% 48.88% 33.41%
syntactic form 83.03% 73.65% 51.00%
both 83.60% 71.27% 49.16%

(a) Without Discourse Structure Information

3-best 2-best 1-best
a priori probabilities 59.4% 47.1% 29.4%
trigram 54.39% 47.21% 28.16%
speaker change 62.13% 50.63% 33.04%
syntactic form 84.69% 75.48% 50.63%
both 82.69% 70.07% 49.71%

(b) With Discourse Structure Information

Table 2: Summary of Recognition Results

drastically reduces the error rate in the recognition of dis-
course acts. However, adding speaker information on top
of the syntactic form of utterances does not provide further
improvement in most cases.

A comparison between corresponding rows in the two ta-
bles shows that the system performs slightly better in most
cases when information about discourse structure is taken
into account. However, the difference is very slight and
further experiments are needed to yield more conclusive re-
suits. Note that in our current experiments, we only utilized
discourse structure information during the training process,
i.e., for obtaining a more accurate trigram model of dis-
course acts. We believe that incorporating discourse struc-
ture information into the recognition phase will further im-
prove the recognition results. We intend to address this is-
sue in future work.

Future Work

Although the preliminary results given by our system’s per-
formance appear to be encouraging, in the best case sce-
nario, the system’s top recognition result is only correct
around 50% of the time. Obviously much improvement is
needed before such a recognition component can be of ac-
tual use in a dialogue system. In our future work, we plan
to pursue issues along three main paths.

First, we intend to identify additional utterance fea-
tures that may provide further information on discourse act
recognition. As discussed earlier, ideally, we should select
a feature set that allows us to uniquely identify an utterance
given its feature values. Clearly, the features we currently
employ, speaker change and syntactic form of utterance, do

not satisfy this criterion. One feature that we are consider-
ing using is the predicate type of the semantic representa-
tion of the utterance, which may provide information about
the intention of the utterance or how the utterance is in-
tended to relate to previous discourse. Another potentially
useful feature is the intonation of the utterance, as in (Tay-
lor et al. 1996), which may provide additional information
especially when the syntactic form of the utterance does not
accurately convey its intention, such as when a confirmation
is phrased syntactically as a statement, except with a rising
intonation.

Second, the results in Tables 2(a) and 2(b) indicate 
no improvement is gained by using both speaker informa-
tion and syntactic form of utterance, versus using syntac-
tic information alone. This may be because the indepen-
dence assumption that we used in deriving our formula is
too strong. We plan on exploring other models that may
better fit the set of features we identified. For instance,
the following model based on linear interpolation does not
make the independence assumption, but instead computes
the conditional probability of a set of features given a dia-
logue act using all subsets of the feature set.

arg max P (dl,n I f11,,~,..., fm~,. 
dl,~

n

..~ argmax II P(fil,..., fi,. Idi)P(d, ldi-ldi-2)
dl’n /=1

n

argma~ ]-l[P(d, ld,_ld,_2) ,~-P(Yld,)],
dl,n "~.__~

yE2Yi

whereYi = {fil,..., fire }

Third, in our current model, we trained and tested our
system on a limited set of data. We intend to perform some
larger scaled experiments to obtain more conclusive results
with respect to the effects of utterance features and dis-
course structure on discourse act recognition. Reithinger
experimented with varying the amount of training data and
reported that performance improves up to around 35 di-
alogues in the training set (about 2000 utterances) (Rei-
thinger 1995). This suggests that by increasing the amount
of training data, we may be able to further improve our sys-
tem’s performance.

Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed our statistical model
for recognizing discourse acts during dialogue interaction
based on 1) utterance features, such as speaker change
and syntactic forms of utterances, 2) discourse structure,
namely change in the level of nestedness, and 3) discourse
history. Utterance features and discourse history are taken
into account during the recognition process using a hid-
den Markov model in order to find the set of discourse acts
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that best describe the intentions of a given set of utterances.
Our preliminary results show that speaker information pro-
vides some improvement to the system’s recognition of dis-
course acts, while including the syntactic form of utterances
greatly enhances the system’s performance. Furthermore,
our experiments show that taking into account information
about discourse structure for discourse act recognition ap-
pears to be a promising avenue for further research.
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